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Few industries require as much care for precision and security as the dietary supplement
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and attention to detail. As measurement requirements become more precise, exceptional

industry. Every part of production and each result must be made with the utmost accuracy
accuracy becomes critical because too much or too little of a substance can significantly
affect the potency, effectiveness, and overall safety of the product.
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Under the FDA, dietary supplements are required to meet strict health and safety
regulations when it comes to toxicity, sterility, and shelf life.
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While supplement science is increasingly exact, and the shelf-life of many products is
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closely monitored, impurities in a supplement can have disastrous effects. As supplements
are developed, transported and stored for an indeterminate amount of time, at any stage
from manufacturer to the consumer these substances and products may develop impurities
that make them unsafe for use.
Consequently, dietary supplements must be tested

Product certification not a certaint of
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for impurities and changes in potenc at each step to ensure that the continue to e safe for consumers.
uch testing can provide companies the securit of knowing that their products are continuousl monitored for
precision, correct composition, safet and compliance.

FDA want $5 million for cannai
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However, conducting frequent compositional analysis tests throughout the process or in
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the field has traditionally been difficult. In many cases, the primary barrier has been the
expertise and time required to conduct such tests. Multiple sophisticated measurement
devices such as for moisture measurement and other elements of composition analysis had
to be operated by trained personnel who could properly calibrate the equipment. Many
such tests also required meticulous sample preparation and disposal.
Fortunately, a full range of composition analyzers from handheld to desktop and in-line are
now available that can help to ensure that each product – every tablet or capsule – is safe
to use and will work as intended.
“While composition analyzers are not new to the industry and their introduction helped to
build momentum for the Process Analytical Technology (PAT) movement a decade ago,
advanced units today allow even less-skilled personnel to take instant lab-quality tests,”
said John Bogart, managing director of Kett US, a manufacturer of a full range of organic
composition analyzers.
With a single fast, nondestructive test, a composition analyzer can now furnish analysis of
a sample’s whole composition at once. Such “point-and-measure” options enable multiple
readings to be quickly taken at any stage of the process, as well as at loading docks, on
trucks, at suppliers, or in bins, vats or vessels.
Whether dealing in bulk, dose, tablets, capsules, gel, or liquid-based products, by
simplifying the process, supplement manufacturers can increase the quality of their
products from material receipt, formulation, and processing to end product manufacturing
and distribution.

The man enefits of compositional analsis
In dietary supplement manufacturing, determining a wide variety of compositional
characteristics—such as the level of moisture, purity, or contaminants in raw inputs, inprocess substances, and end products—can be essential to ensuring safety and compliance.
Typically, supplements require three primary tests including one that involves moisture.
One test determines solid content for quality and for dosage quantification. Another test
measures residual solvents, which are sometimes used in the production; these need to be
below a certain level to be “acceptable” for human consumption. A third test relates to
blend homogeneity. When blending solids in a stream, it is necessary to ensure that the
blend is sufficiently homogenous, so it is ready to move to the next processing step.
Composition meters can efficiently perform all three of these measurements in a single
test. Full-spectrum units can perform not only these three analyses, but also a vital test
measuring Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs).
As such, frequent compositional analysis can help dietary supplement products stay
compliant when sold based on regulated moisture content. When it comes to these
supplements, moisture content may be necessary to measure, for instance, in a variety of
tablets, capsules, or powders whether for vitamins, herbs or specialty products like
glucosamine, probiotics, and fish oils.
In the case of powder products or mixes that might be spray dried, such drying may
significantly alter moisture/solids content. So, moisture content is often measured to get
the solids content. Measuring the amount of solid in the dose is typically required to
ensure that the consumer receives the correct dosage.
It is also necessary to measure the level of purity/contaminants and other factors that can
affect safety and product effectiveness. Prescribed percentages or APIs must be met in
order to satisfy certain specifications, or the product/substance will not be accepted by the
regulating agency.

implifing compositional analsis
Although traditional laboratory and online based moisture measurement techniques are
useful in the right settings, they have lacked the simplicity and flexibility required for
frequent spot checks.
One common test is a Karl Fischer (KF) test. This procedure calls for chemical reagents to
be added to the sample to separate the water from the remaining product. The water
removed is then compared with the initial mass or volume. Samples are generally small,
making the assumption that a large batch is homogenous. Also, since the chemical
reagents need to be used, skilled personnel are required to determine the initial
parameters, to confirm that the system is properly calibrated and maintained and, at
times, to directly conduct the tests. Disposal of the reagents and waste can be subject to
substantial documentation and costly handling.
Another test used is “loss on drying”, which measures the total material weight change
after drying. However, such tests typically require a sample to be prepared and brought
back to the lab. The test takes at least 15 minutes to several hours to perform, which is too
slow when more immediate measurements are required. It also requires the sample to be
altered or destroyed.
Beyond this, there could be several additional primary tests required to determine other
necessary characteristics, such as the level of purity or contaminants in a supplement
substance or product. Each of these tests usually requires separate tools, procedures, and
sample preparation. This requires not only skilled personnel but also extra time and labor
for each separate measurement as well as the additional use of potentially very expensive
product which is destroyed in these other tests.
As a result, secondary test methods have typically been used to deliver faster results. This
type of test uses an indirect method and a single conversion to achieve accurate results.
Secondary measurement techniques are routinely accepted as equal to the gold standard
method. Examples are speedometers, common infrared and liquid thermometers and
most pressure gauges. If there is a disadvantage, it is that the instrument must first be
calibrated to ensure accurate results. In some cases, calibration could only be performed
by trained staff familiar with the equipment.
In response, industry innovators have developed a simplified approach that allows even
less-trained personnel to take portable, desktop, or in-line, instant composition analysis
readings of industry feedstock, in-process formulations, or end products as needed.
The approach involves devices that utilize near-infrared (NIR) light, a highly accurate, noncontact, secondary measurement method that can deliver immediate, laboratory quality
composition analysis readings.
“NIR composition analyzers allow very accurate, instant, simultaneous measurement of
multiple organic components in solids and liquids without contact or sample preparation,
so there is no product contamination when using handheld and inline/online models,” says
Bogart.
In addition, because the process is non-destructive, samples remain unaltered so they can
be used for additional tests or put back into the product stream. Because no direct contact
or sample alteration is required, particle size variation and unusual textures are not an
issue. This can be important when used with a range of chemicals, formulations, or end
products in different settings.
According to Bogart, once a composition analyzer has been calibrated against lab or
production standards for the components to be measured (moisture, purity, etc.) the
calibrations can be good for the life of the instrument. The is true as the instrument can be
continuously verified against stored optical standards that provide full traceability to the
original measurement method, and the calibrations are stored in different “channels” in

the instrument.
“With a composition analyzer, a NIR light source is reflected off, or transmitted through
the liquid or solid sample,” says Bogart. “Several organic components can be measured in
single test when the light resonates with certain molecules and the analyzer measures the
sample’s light absorbance values, its ‘optical fingerprint.’ This is combined with the
calibrations stored in different analyzer ‘channels’ to instantly display multiple
simultaneous.”
This means that when the sample’s compositional accuracy is being tested anywhere
within the production process, from manufacturing to distributing, a composition analyzer
is able to provide fast information for verification or validation of “release specs”.
Because accurate measurement is achieved without pre-processing the samples or waiting
for lab results, this dramatically reduces the test cycle, enabling dietary supplement
manufacturers to focus on improving product quality and not on sampling and prep work.
“The goal is for any staff member to be able to successfully use a composition analyzer
whenever and wherever it is needed, with minimal required training,” says Bogart. “This
allows the industry to be certain that products are of the highest quality.”
“The key is to cost-effectively be able to conduct as much testing as required, with full
confidence in the results, each and every time,” adds Bogart.
Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance, California. He writes about health,
business, technology and educational issues, and he has an M.A. in English from Cal State
University, Dominguez Hills.
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